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Alec and Irene Absalom

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We live in Eastbury - HA6 3HZ. Our community is defined by the geographical area - there are
open fields / woods around most of the ward, which separates us from Rickmansworth, Watford
and Oxhey areas. Most of this community is centred around the shops in Northwood / Moor
Park, as well as the local schools. The railway line which runs through the area is not a natural
division - there are 3 road bridges and 1 footbridge across it and we frequently visit shops and
friends on both sides, which are also similar in character. By contrast, we never visit South
Oxhey. It has a different character and is clearly a different area geographically. The catchment
areas for schools in each area are also quite different. The policing requirements are also
different. The proposed division of Eastbury and the joining of part of our existing ward with S
Oxhey may make sense on the number of voters, but S Oxhey is self-evidently a different
community with different interests and quite different social needs. It has little in common with
Eastbury and Moor Park. You won't find many voters in S Oxhey who regularly visit our area, or
vice versa. The issues related to TRDC or Herts CC are also different in both areas. to have 2
county councillors each with responsibility for different part part of Eastbury does not make for
efficient or effective local government. The ommunity's issues related to roads, schools and
police are best dealt with by just one councillor. The demands of S Oxhey are also likely to
take the majority of a councillor's time; we can see that what would be a sub-community of
Eastbury is going to have less priority for a councillor who also has to deal with the different
issues of all of S Oxhey. There is also obvious potential for increased confusion about which
councillor is responsible for dealing with specific issues. Finally, there is also the issue of
Northwood JHQ. This is a the major MoD establishment, and its requirements and related issues
affect all Eastbury and Moor Park: Planning, Traffic, Environment, Schools, Housing /
Maintenance. None are relevant to S Oxhey. As residents living is extreme proximity to JHQ, we
spend a considerable amount of time trying to resolve issues related to maintenance and
ongoing development. These are issues for both local councillors and our county councillor; the
proposed changes would diminish our ability to involve a councillor whose priority wouild eb S
Oxhey. In summary, we think that the changes would be detrimental to the interests of the
Eastbury / Moor Park community. They won't be effective or convenient when a councillor has
to represent the interests of 2 qute distinctly different communities, and we would prefer that
our existing ward, which reflects the totality of our local community, should not be divided
simply the no of voters per councillor looks better on paper. The real issue is the adequate
representation our current well-defined geographical and social community.
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-----Original Message
From: Ramnik Ahuja
Sent: 24 October 2014 20:12
To: Reviews@
Subject: Loudwater Council Boundary
To the Boundary Review Officer
I am writing to express my concern regarding an on-going review of the council boundaries and how
this is likely to impact me and my family as residents of Loudwater. We currently live at Foxhill on
Loudwater Drive.
I understand proposals are being tabled to remove Loudwater from rural council of Chorleywood and
bring the area under Croxley council. I am deeply concerned that such a move would be contrary to
various considerations as to why Loudwater should actually remain within a rural division.
The reasons I am supportive of continuing to keep Loudwater within a rural council division include:
1. Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish
and District Council level as part of Chorleywood.
2. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community
rather than becoming part of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
3. Many children attend Christ Church CofE primary school and Clement Danes Secondary School
rather than schools in Croxley.
4. Residents would use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
5. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley and indeed the two are very separate
areas divided by fields.
I trust that my concerns and those of other Loudwater residents will feature prominently in your
considerations when making critical decisions on such boundaries.
Regards
Ramnik Ahuja
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From: Pat Akhurst
Sent: 03 November 2014 12:15
To: Reviews@
Subject: Changes to County Council Divisions in Stevenage, Hertfordshire

To whom it may concern re the proposed alterations to boundaries for County Council Electoral
Divisions in the Borough of Stevenage, Hertfordshire
From:

The current situation in which Borough Council Wards combine to form County Council Divisions
follows long standing and historic links between neighbourhoods in both the Old Town and New
Town areas so that facilities provided take this into account. Indeed the New Town was deliberately
planned as a series of neighbourhoods that could combine with those nearby as needed e.g. for
schools. The system whereby the Borough Council has responsibility for most local needs and the
County Council covers wider issues such as education and social services has worked well thanks to
the co-operation of Officers and Councillors covering the same locations for both authorities.
There seems to be no reason for disrupting a system that has proved to work well especially when
there has been little public demand for the proposed changes and I urge you to reconsider these
proposals.
Pat Akhurst,
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Rosemary Allen

E-mail:
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Comment text:
I wish to object to the proposal to move the Parish of Aldbury into the Bridgewater Division of
Hertfordshire County Council. Our County Councillor needs to be connected at all levels with
their constituents and therefore the needs, wants and aspirations of the settlements within their
division. Thus it is essential that there is a connection and cohesion between those settlements.
Aldbury and Tring are inextricably linked. Residents of the Parish turn to the town of Tring for
all services. My Doctor, Dentist, Bank, most used Supermarket, local stores such as stationers
and iron monger are in Tring. Equally important is the fact that Tring Main Line Railway Station
is actually situated within the Parish of Aldbury. In addition matters relating to the A41 (which
is in close proximity to both Aldbury and Tring) should not be overlooked. Thus there is an
overwhelming need to retain the existing Tring Division in order to provide the Parish of
Aldbury with a County Councillor, and therefore a voice, which is best placed to represent us.
Conversely there is little if any connection with the settlements within the existing Bridgewater
Division which is exacerbated by the physical barrier of the Ashridge Forest. With the greatest
respect to any Elected Member for the Bridgewater Division, they will not be able to adequately
represent the electorate of the Parish. In fact it is not inconceivable that at times, the wishes
of the Parish may be contrary to the remainder of that division and that Member feels that they
must to side with the majority. We are already faced with a Parliamentary Constituency which
is a disparate grouping of disconnected settlements (resulting from need to create
constituencies with “equal” numbers of voters) and thus an MP with divided loyalties. I do not
believe that the present proposals will assist us with retaining a representative “voice” at least
at County level. I trust that the foregoing illustrates that the removal of Parish from the Tring
Division will deprive us of a County Councillor who is able to truly represent our interests. In
addition the small number of electors within the Parish does not make any significant
contribution to “balancing the books”.In these circumstances I respectfully ask that the removal
of Aldbury from the Tring Division is given further consideration and hopefully will be allowed to
remain within the present division.
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From: Andrew Anderson
Sent: 02 November 2014 17:35
To: Reviews@
Subject: Stevenage Local Authority Boundary Changes

Dear Local Government Boundary Commission,
My name is Andrew Anderson and I live at
in Stevenage. I understand that you are currently
consulting of proposals to change the County Council boundaries in Stevenage. Having seen these plans, I
would like you to note my strong objections to your proposals as these plans will break up communities and
make absolutely no workable sense on the ground in Stevenage.
Most people do not understand the difference between Borough and County Councils and so having straight
forward boundaries which relate to each other and that do not divide communities in Stevenage is crucial.
Stevenage was built to encompass small distinct villages as part of a wider town. These villages have their own
shops, schools and community centres. These areas in Stevenage in themselves have very natural barriers
which for the most part the current Borough and County system adheres to.
Your current proposals destroy these natural linkages and that is why I’m supportive of the submission by
Stevenage Liberal Democrats. Their submission meets the Commission’s requirements for all divisions to have
an electorate within 10% of the county average electorate and keeps workable and familiar boundaries
relating to both the Borough and County Council ward areas. I have attached a map of their proposals and I
very much hope that you will support them.
These proposals were put together by people that live and work in Stevenage. We know our area and believe
that these plans should be acceptable to the Commission.
I would be most appreciated if you could please give serious consideration to this submission which offers a
more effective and workable solution than the current proposals by the Commission.
I would like to thank you in advance for your assistance on this matter.
With kind regards
Andrew Anderson
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-----Original Message----From: Elaine Bailey
Sent: 14 October 2014 20:42
To: Reviews@
Cc:
Subject: Hertfordshire Boundary Changes
To the Review Officer (Hertfordshire review),
I am a resident of Loudwater, Hertfordshire and I am most concerned about proposed boundary
changes which may take Loudwater away from Three Rivers, to Croxley. I object to this proposal for
the following reasons:
Loudwater has much more in common with Chorleywood in terms of the semi-rural nature of the
environment and should be part of a Rural rather than County Division. Our community would not be
fairly represented if included in the Croxley County Division.
My children and many of my neighbours' children attend St Clement Danes School or Christ Church
School in Chorleywood. I know of no children in Loudwater who attend schools in Croxley.
The people of Loudwater use the amenities of Chorleywood far more frequently than those of
Croxley. My doctor and dentist are in Chorleywood and I use the shops and Post Office there. The
same applies to all my neighbours.
Croxley is geographically remote from Loudwater as we are separated by the narrow, bumpy and
twisty Loudwater Lane, or a longer drive via Rickmansworth. Chorleywood is far easier to reach, for
the most part along a main road.
For these reasons, I feel strongly that Loudwater needs to remain aligned with Chorleywood, in the
Three Rivers Rural Division. It would be detrimental to our community to become part of the Croxley
County Division.
Yours faithfully
Elaine Bailey
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-----Original Message----From: Carol
Sent: 02 November 2014 22:21
To: Reviews@
Subject: Boundary changes -Chorleywood
Attn: Review Officer
Myself and my family currently live in Loudwater and I understand there is a proposal, that after the
renaming of the division to Three River Rural Division we will be removed from this division and
become part of the Croxley County Division. I would like to register my disapproval and opposition to
this. When we purchased our house, one of the main reasons was that we wanted to be part of a
community. We felt very strongly about this and still do. We have a young son who has made many
friends by joining in with local Chorleywood groups as we have also. Loudwater should stay as part
of the rural division as this represents the nature of our community and I do not feel we would thrive
under a county division and most certainly issues under the County division would not typically relate
to the same issues encountered by Loudwater. These would be significantly better represented under
the current parish of Chorleywood within the Rural Division as they are now.
Loudwater is in the parish area of Chorleywood and as such is represented at Parish and District
level. Schooling for my son falls under Chorleywood and it is important that he remains in the
community. Similarly we would still choose the amenities offered together with the local shops, clubs
and groups within Chorleywood. It is what I and my family believe in and it is the strength of this
community that originally drew us to this area.
Loudwater is much more suited to Chorleywood where we all share similar issues and not Croxley, to
which there has never been any affiliation. These are two very different communities and indeed are
also separated by fields.
Loudwater should be represented in a rural division to which suits it's requirements and needs.
Yours sincerely
Carol Bainbridge
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From: Maureen & Roger Bayliss
Sent: 14 October 2014 20:50
To: Reviews@
Subject: Local Government Boundary changes
Dear Sirs,
The Local Government Boundary Commission is reviewing the boundaries prior to the County Council elections in
2017. I understand there is a proposal that our existing Division will be reorganised and renamed Three Rivers Rural
Division. However the proposal is that Loudwater is removed from this Division and becomes part of the Croxley County
Division. I am most concerned about this proposal as Loudwater has traditionally been part of Chorleywood. I therefore
wish to register my disapproval.
I would note the following points why we should not be joined with Croxley.
1. Historically Loudwater has been part of Chorleywood or Rickmansworth, never Croxley
2. Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District
Council level as part of Chorleywood.
3. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community rather than
becoming part of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
4. Many children attend Christ Church CofE primary school and St.Clement Danes Secondary School rather than
schools in Croxley.
5. Residents use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
6. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley and indeed the two are very separate areas divided by
fields.
I trust that the above maters will be taken into account and the decision taken that Loudwater remains part of
Chorleywood
Yours faithfully
Roger Bayliss
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From: Michael Beaumont
Sent: 12 September 2014 22:50
To: Reviews@
Subject: Proposed boundary revision.
We strongly object to the proposed boundary revisions which will split the Wormley & Turnford Ward.
No good reason for this change has been put forward and will just increase the size of the two adjoining wards.
This is just meddling for the sake of it. If it isn't broken don't try and fix it or perhaps there is some other reason that we
should have been told about!!

Mr. & Mrs. M. Beaumont

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active.
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From: Michael Beaver
Sent: 02 November 2014 12:40
To: Reviews@
Subject: Proposed Local Government Boundary Changes

Dear Sir
I refer to the review of the Local Government Boundary Commission of boundaries prior to the County Council elections
in 2017 and wish to register my objections to the proposed changes whereby Loudwater would become part of the
Croxley County Division:
1. When we moved here 29 years ago we ‘bought into’ Chorleywood, its local government and its rural and semi‐
rural character. We are quite happy with both and we would not like to see a change
2. Conversely, we have relatively little affinity for, or contact with, Croxley and what it has to offer so do not see
any attraction in becoming part of the Croxley County Division.
Yours faithfully
Michael Beaver
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Comment text:
I oppose that part of Cunningham Ward is put with London Colney Ward in St. Albans. They are
very different communities with very different local issues and no common interests covering
leisure, economic or social activities. The A414 is a natural boundary between these two wards,
one having a Parish Council, the other not.
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Morrison, William
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruth BELLINGER
21 October 2014 16:22
Reviews@
Objection to the suggested change in boundary for Loudwater

Good afternoon
It has been brought to my attention that there is a proposal to change the boundary of Loudwater to become part of
the Croxley County Division. I would like to register my objection to this and support the view that Loudwater should
remain within the renamed Three Rivers Rural Division.
Points raised that I fully support are :
1. Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District
Council level as part of Chorleywood.
2. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community rather than
becoming part of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.

3. Many children attend Christ Church C of E primary school and Clement Danes Secondary School rather than
schools in Croxley. I live in Loudwater and both of my children attend St Clement Danes.
4.

Residents use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.

5. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley and indeed the two are very separate areas divided by
fields.

Please note my objections
Kind regards
Ruth Bellinger

___________________________________________________________
This e-mail may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or
have received this e-mail in error) please notify the sender immediately and delete this e-mail. Any
unauthorised copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is prohibited.
Please refer to http://www.bnpparibas.co.uk/en/email-disclaimer/ for additional disclosures.
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Morrison, William
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Sirs,
We very much object to being considered to be part of the Croxley Boundary Division for the following
reasons:

1. Loudwater is part of the
area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District Council level as part of Chorleywood.
2. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community rather than becoming part
of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
3. Many children attend Christ Church CofE primary school and Clement Danes Secondary School rather than schools in
Croxley.
4. Residents would use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
5. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley and indeed the two are very separate areas divided by fields.

I moved to Loudwater from Chorleywood 8 years ago ( 19 years in total) and feel very much that all of the
amenties including the schools and sports facilities of Chorleywood work well for my family - what is the point
of changing it?
regards
Erica Bendall
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Comment text:
I support these changes.
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Fuller, Heather
03 November 2014 09:37
Morrison, William
FW: Review of Stevenage's Boundraies
Stevenage Liberal Democrats Boundary Proposal 2014_jpg

-----Original Message----From: Stephen Booth
Sent: 03 November 2014 09:21
To: Reviews@
Subject: Review of Stevenage's Boundraies
I understand that you are consulting on proposals to change County Council boundaries in
Stevenage. Having seen these plans, I would like you to note my strong objections to your proposals
because:
- the plans will break up long established communities.
- they make no logical sense at the level of the ordinary citizen.
I have lived in Stevenage for over 40 years, more than half of that time at the address below.
Stevenage was built as a planned town comprising small distinct communities (similar to villages,
some areas even retain the names of pre-existing villages). These communities each have shops,
schools, pubs and community centres. Each such community has very natural barriers (usually major
roads or green spaces) which for the most part the current Borough and County boundary system
respects.
Often people do not understand the difference between Borough and County Councils, therefore
having straightforward boundaries which relate to each other and that do not divide communities is
crucial in retaining community identity.
Your current proposals destroy these natural linkages, which is why I support the submission by
Stevenage Liberal Democrats to the Boundary Commission. Their submission meets the
Commission’s requirements for all divisions to have an electorate within 10% of the county average
electorate and keeps workable and familiar boundaries relating to both the Borough and County
Council ward areas. I have attached a map of their proposals and I very much hope that you will
support them.
These proposals were put together by people who live and work in Stevenage. We know our area
and believe that these plans should surely be acceptable to the Commission.
I hope you will give serious consideration to this submission which offers a more effective and
workable solution than the Commission's current proposals.
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Best regards,
Stephen Booth
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From: Malcolm Briggs
Sent: 12 September 2014 11:40
To: Reviews@
Subject: The proposed splitting of Wormley and Turnford.

Dear Sirs,
I would like to strongly object to the proposed new divisional boundaries in Broxbourne.
The proposal to link Wormley with Hoddesdon South, and Turnford with Flamstead End, reveals that the proposer does
not know the area. They have nothing in common with their new partners. Wormley and Turnford were awarded 1
million pounds of lottery money, The big Lotto, as they were classified as deprived areas. This money is not available to
any other part of Broxbourne, and would cause administrative problems if split in two. PLEASE LEAVE US AS WE
ARE. Wormley and Turnford have many links in the community, with joint clubs and associations, being similar
adjoining areas.
Regards, Malcolm Briggs
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Morrison, William
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brooks, Meredith
15 October 2014 16:07
Reviews@
Boundary changes - Loudwater

Dear Sir/Madam
I understand that the Local Government Boundary Commission is proposing that Loudwater be removed from the
Chorleywood Division to become part of the Croxley County Division. I would be very disappointed if this occurred. There are
several reasons for this.






I have 2 small children and use very often the facilities and Children’s centre at Chorleywood. They also attend school in this
area – not Croxley.
I certainly would use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
We attend church in Chorleywood.
Loudwater is part of the parish area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District Council level as
part of Chorleywood.
Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community rather than becoming part
of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
As you can see, our lives revolve around the actvties of Chorleywood, not Croxley.
Kind regards
Meredith

Meredith Brooks
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From: Clive Brothers
Sent: 21 October 201
To: Reviews@
Subject: Loudwater in Croxley?

Dear Review Officer,
I wish to comment on the draft proposals to include Loudwater in the new Croxley County Division for 2017 County Council
Elections.
I understand that one of the objectives of the proposals is to verify affinity between communities that may sit together in the
new Divisions.
This objective cannot be met if the current draft proposal goes ahead because Loudwater is part of Chorleywood parish and has
a postal address of Rickmansworth. It has no affinity with Croxley or Croxley Green whatsoever. It would seem very odd
indeed to walk into a polling booth and vote with the Croxley community. Here are a few points to consider:
- My son went to Clement Danes school in Chorleywood and my daughter went to St. Joan of Arc school in Rickmansworth.
All our social activities are centred in these areas. None takes place in Croxley.
- We moved to Chorleywood to be part of the bucolic Metroland so beloved by John Betjeman. His famous film showed how
the Chorleywood community was complemented by Loudwater as an integral part of the whole parish. It is crossed by the
River Chess with walks all along the Chess Valley. This gives Loudwater a rural feel which seems at odds with much of
Croxley. People here are deeply protective of the country road feel and wooded areas and footpaths stretching along the sides of
the Chess Valley.These preoccupations may be much less relevant in Croxley with its higher density housing and very busy
roads.
- There is a marked geographical separation between Loudwater and Croxley Green. There is no contiguous housing between
the two communities, but rather a quite substantial series of fields. It simply doesn't feel like the two belong together.
- All the local pubs and restaurants and home delivery meals we use/ have are in Chorleywood and Rickmansworth.
- Our local train services are based at Chorleywood and Rickmansworth.
- We do our shopping mostly in Chorleywood village (which we regard as our village) and sometimes in Rickmansworth. Our
local Waitrose and post office is in Rickmansworth; also our petrol station. There is absolutely no reason to use any shops in
Croxley.
- Our doctor's surgery is in Rickmansworth and so is our local pharmacy.
- We use Chorleywood Common to walk our dog, as do many other people I know in the immediate area. We love it and
regard it as our main local open space. We never use Croxley Green because our instincts draw us to Chorleywood.
- One final point concerns the motivation to vote in local elections. My impression is that Loudwater residents have a better
voting record than many areas (or at least as good). It feels natural to go to a polling booth on Chorleywood common. I cannot
imagine going to vote in Croxley. My guess is that turnout percentages for Loudwater would drop dramatically if people were
asked to drive to an alien community
to cast their vote. I doubt I would feel comfortable doing so and thus I would stop voting in County Elections. I believe there is
a significant risk many other residents in Loudwater would feel exactly the same way i.e. disenfranchised from their natural
home.
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I hope this gives you a real flavour of the hurt and sadness that would be caused by the current draft proposals which would
remove Loudwater from its natural community to be placed in a Division which has a very different make-up from ours.
Yours sincerely,
Clive and Celia Brothers
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From: HENRY BROWNE
Sent: 31 October 2014 12:18
To: Reviews@
Subject: THREE RIVERS RURAL DIVISION / CROXLEY COUNTY DIVISION

Attention Review Officer
My wife and I object to the proposed boundary change for the following reasons:
1. Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District Council level
as part of Chorleywood.
2. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community rather than becoming part
of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
3. Many children attend Christ Church CofE primary school and Clement Danes Secondary School rather than schools in
Croxley.
4. Residents would use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
5. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley and indeed the two are very separate areas divided by fields.

We trust you will take our views into account before any decision is made.
Henry & Marion Browne
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I think these ideas are fair
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From: Tricia Cassidy
Sent: 02 November 2014 16:16
To: Reviews@
Subject: Local Government Boundary Commission Submission

Dear Local Government Boundary Commission,
My name is Patricia Cassidy and I live at
in Stevenage. I understand that you are
currently consulting on proposals to change the County Council boundaries in Stevenage. Having seen these
plans, I would like you to note my strong objections to your proposals as these plans will break up
communities and make absolutely no workable sense on the ground in Stevenage.
Most people do not understand the difference between Borough and County Councils and so having straight
forward boundaries which relate to each other and that do not divide communities in Stevenage is crucial.
Stevenage was built to encompass small distinct villages as part of a wider town. These villages have their own
shops, schools and community centres. These areas in Stevenage in themselves have very natural barriers
which for the most part the current Borough and County system adheres to.
Your current proposals destroy these natural linkages and that is why I’m supportive of the submission by
Stevenage Liberal Democrats. Their submission meets the Commission’s requirements for all divisions to have
an electorate within 10% of the county average electorate and keeps workable and familiar boundaries
relating to both the Borough and County Council ward areas. I have attached a map of their proposals and I
very much hope that you will support them.
These proposals were put together by people that live and work in Stevenage. We know our area and believe
that these plans should be acceptable to the Commission.
I would be most appreciated if you could please give serious consideration to this submission which offers a
more effective and workable solution than the current proposals by the Commission.
I would like to thank you in advance for your assistance on this matter.
With kind regards
Patricia Cassidy
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Comment text:
Yes, I support the boundary changes. Democracy and equality needs to come above a desire to
hang on to history (as put forward as a reason not to revise the boundaries by Councillor
Sandy Walkington).

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4062
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Morrison, William
FW: Proposed Local Government Bounday Changes : Loudwater

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

From: Carolyn Clark
Sent: 24 October 2014 09:34
To: Reviews@
Subject: Proposed Local Government Bounday Changes : Loudwater

Dear Sirs
We are residents of the Loudwater Estate, and are extremely concerned to learn of the proposal that Loudwater
may be removed from the renamed Three Rivers Rural Division and becomes part of the Croxley County Division.
We strongly object for the following reasons :
1. Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood, and is therefore represented both at Parish and District Council level
as part of Chorleywood.
2. Loudwater should be part of a Rural Division as this would represent the nature of the community, rather than becoming part
of a County Division where issues are not typical of our environment.
3. Many children attend Christ Church C of E primary school and Clement Danes Secondary School, rather than schools in
Croxley.
4. Residents would use Chorleywood for shopping and amenities rather than Croxley.
5. Loudwater has never had any relationship with Croxley, and indeed the two are very separate areas divided by fields.
Loudwater has traditionally and historically always been part of Chorleywood, and expect it to remain so.
Yours faithfully
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Comment text:
I vociferously object to the proposed changes to the boundaries for Borehamwood. The area
around Studio Way, which forms part of the Kenilworth ward of Borehamwood, is not part of
Shenley and has nothing to do with Potters Bar, by whose councillor it would be represented
under the proposed changes. Currently it is part of Borehamwood South, which is much more
representative of its location, and the County Councillor therefore is democratically elected by
the people of the south of Borehamwood. Making it a part of a town 5 miles away and a village
2 miles north makes zero sense. Unless one considers that, Kenilworth ward has Labour
councillors, and their votes can be gerrymandered into Potters Bar which is a Conservative
town, thus rendering their votes inutile. I strongly object to the current proposed changes for
the above reasons, and propose that the Borehamwood boundaries remain just as they are. The
Studio Way estate and Kenilworth ward are in Borehamwood, not in Potters Bar. How will a
Potters Bar councillor represent the people from this part of Borehamwood? The proposed
changes are quite undemocratic.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/4058
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Follow up
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From: MALCOLM CLEWS
Sent: 09 October 2014 12:18
To: Reviews@
Cc: Committee
Subject: Proposed new South Oxhey & Eastbury County Division

I object to the proposal to split the existing Moor Park and Eastbury Ward and merge the eastern part of
Eastbury with South Oxhey.
My reasons for objection are as follows:(1) Up to about 15 years ago the eastern part of Eastbury was part of Oxhey Ward and because the two areas
had different communities which had very little interaction (e g shops, transport) and required different services
and support from local government, the boundary was redrawn to that existing now.
This followed extensive and costly consultation with residents and councillors.
(2) The Councillors elected by Eastbury and Oxhey are different politically and therefore better placed to
pursue the interests of their communities.
What is proposed is a return to the failed policy of social engineering. When in the 1970's the Wilson's
Governments policy of social engineering was pursued by Hillingdon's Labour Council, the interests of the
private home owners in Northwood were treated with hostility, the Councils attitude was that they could afford
to look after themselves.
(3) Nothing significant has changed since the redrawing of boundaries 15 years ago. Maybe the populations of
the communities have varied by a small margin, this surely can't justify a reorganisation. May I suggest that
public money can be saved if the previous history is examined. Can we avoid this expensive cycle of redrawing
boundaries each time a new generation of Boundary Commission managers take office ?
(4) Many MP's in Central Government have stated the importance of social cohesion and the need of people to
feel part of a community that reflected their identity and aspirations. The current wards fulfill those
requirements, there is no need to interfere again. Consider the wishes of the people.

Malcolm Clews
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From: Caroline Colleran
Sent: 23 October 2014 11:14
To: Reviews@
Subject: Boundary changes

Dear Sirs,
We live at Roundspring Farm, Bridle Lane. The farm was divided into 2 plots in the late 1990’s. We continue to keep
horses, chickens and pigs. We intend that our children will inherit the house and land with a view to developing the
farm further with rare breed sheep and goats. We therefore feel closely aligned with the more rural Chorleywood as
Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and is therefore represented both at Parish and District Council
level as part of Chorleywood. Our concern with the proposed boundary changes is that this rare piece of Green Belt
land, which is unspoilt, could potentially attract the unwelcome attention of developers in the future – changing forever
the rural nature of Roundspring Farm.
We would therefore ask that the Boundary remains unchanged,
Regards

Caroline Colleran
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From: Gary Coster
Sent: 02 November 2014 16:56
To: Reviews@
Subject: Local Government Boundary changes

Proposed boundary changes affecting Loudwater, Rickmansworth
We have major concerns about the proposal to change boundaries to move Loudwater, Rickmansworth to become part
of the Croxley Green division.
There is no synergy or similarity between Croxley Green, an urban area which is a suburb of Watford, and Loudwater
which is a rural area. The demographics and housing are entirely different and any decisions made about Croxley Green
would reflect the majority, not the minority, thus Loudwater’s interests and needs would not be met.
Loudwater is part of the parished area of Chorleywood and the two areas have much in common. At Parish and District
level, Loudwater is part of Chorleywood and it would be extremely confusing for this to be changed with Loudwater
straddling different electoral boundaries for different decision‐making processes.
We are particularly concerned that these changes appear to be motivated merely to balance numbers, rather than to
reflect and meet the needs of residents and we resent being pawns in a political game.
Loudwater stands on the fringes of the green belt which is increasingly coming under attack. For Loudwater to become
part of an urban division would pose a great threat to this precious local feature. The scale of properties and the
preponderance of green over concrete provide a clear difference between the two areas and it is inappropriate to
redefine boundaries as if they are the same type of areas.
There are fields between Loudwater and Croxley Green and, for Loudwater to become part of the latter would
inevitably lead to the demise of these fields as development becomes encouraged and the delightful, rural nature of
Loudwater is eroded.
We object to any proposals that seek to move rural Loudwater to become part of the urban conurbation that is Croxley
Green and trust that our views will be taken into account.
Mr & Mrs Gary Coster
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-----Original Message----From: Derek Crane [
Sent: 14 October 2014 19:17
To: Reviews@
Subject: Merge changes
I would like to object to the proposed merge with Croxley District Council. Why change what works!!
Derek
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Feature Annotations

2: proposed new boundary

1: proposed new boundary

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

Map Features:

Annotation 1:

proposed new boundary

Annotation 2:

proposed new boundary

Comment text:
I strongly object to the boundary change that dissects the current Cunningham Ward and puts the bottom of the Ward into London Colney. The natural division
for any new boundary further south is to run it along the A414. The bottom of the current Ward is within the St Albans town boundary and has all its affinity to
the town, not London Colney. It is nonsensical to divide it as it is proposed.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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